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ilkie and Moore (2003) render a valuable service to scholars and practitioners by tracing the pattern and influences on "thought development" in the field of marketing over the past century. However, in my view, the narrative does not give the reader sufficient insight into the personal forces that shaped the careers of the scholars who created the base of knowledge that Wilkie and Moore extensively cite. In this brief note, I describe some of the forces in Era III that have shaped my own career and, I am confident, the careers of many others who have contributed to the understanding of marketing's social role.
I also briefly introduce a distinction between two kinds of leadership and take issue with a key premise of the framework that Wilkie and Moore (2003) use in their overview. I conclude with an alternative view of the broad topic and recommendations for future investigations.
The Zeitgeist of Era III
For much of my career, I have considered myself situated at the intersection of marketing thought and practice and the broader society in which that thought and practice has its impact. But it was not always so! After receiving my doctorate from Columbia University in the mid-1960s, I began my career as a conventional scholar at the State University of New York at Buffalo, where I studied retailing and consumer decision making and learned how to be an effective classroom teacher. Two events in my immediate teaching environment changed that profoundly. First, in 1967, the city of Buffalo was shocked by one of the United States' first "inner-city riots." Stores in Buffalo's AfricanAmerican community-what Kenneth Clark (1965) called the "Dark Ghetto"-were looted and burned. Community members made clear that this violent outburst was, in part, a dramatic protest of what they believed was the exploitative behavior of the marketers that served them. Pulpits and newspapers sounded a call for community action, including action by the major university in their midst to use its resources (which presumably included me) to address these challenges.
The second career-changing event occurred shortly thereafter. I was teaching my usual undergraduate marketing course in a classroom that faced the university's front lawn when I was forced to cancel the class midway through the session because of the tear gas coming through the classroom window. Apparently, the Buffalo city police were advancing across the campus to break up student protests about the Vietnam War and, as I recall, the presence of DuPont recruiters on campus. SUNY-Buffalo was rapidly becoming caught up in the virulent wave of campus unrest that started at the University of California, Berkeley, in the early 1960s (Freeman 2004) and was spreading like a contagion across the country.
Readers can imagine that my reaction to these events was much more emotional than rational. I believed that SUNYBuffalo should have been finding ways to address the myriad challenges of this turmoil. However, when I turned to my business school colleagues to explore what we might do, I was appalled to discover a high level of indifference. My finance and accounting colleagues seemed quite content to conduct "business as usual." As a result, I was soon spending more time and intellectual engagement with the radicals in the Political Science and Sociology departments. Emotional forces were propelling me toward devoting more time and effort to the question that has guided my career ever since: How can my intellectual capital as a marketing scholar help make the world a better place beyond helping marketers better meet consumers' economic needs?
Fortunately, beyond my campus I soon found likeminded scholars in marketing who also wanted to address these issues, including Len Berry, Marcus Alexis, Frederick Sturdivant, and George Haines. It is not surprising that leading scholars at Berkeley and Stanford University (David Aaker and George Day) found themselves caught up in these troubling issues (producing four editions of a reader on consumerism). What was significant about this cohort was the clear recognition that if our careers were to advance, our emotional concerns needed to be backed by solid scholarship. Fortunately, we quickly discovered many important researchable questions that resulted in top-tier publications and books. In my own case, I managed to produce a book on Buffalo's inner-city companies (1971), a book on disadvantaged consumers (1975), two readings books (1972, 1977) , and several articles in top journals.
I have sometimes referred to these early social concerns as my involvement in the "dark side" of the marketplace, a term first coined by Senator Warren Magnuson (Magnuson and Carper 1968) and later promoted by Elizabeth Hirschman (1991) . Similar noneconomic motivations propelled me to become involved in nonprofit marketing and social marketing. This second set of social interests was focused not on how I could make society less undesirable because of what marketers do but on how I could make society more desirable by using what marketers know to address critical social problems outside the traditional economic sphere.
Initially, the latter work involved consulting for nonprofit organizations, offering articles on nonprofit issues, and, eventually, joining Phil Kotler on his market-leading textbook on nonprofit marketing (Andreasen and Kotler 2003) .
As I have suggested elsewhere (Andreasen 2001b) , this initially represented a relatively easy transition. Many of the nonprofits with which I worked were much like for-profits: Arts organizations were marketing services for revenue much like movie theaters and Jiffy Lubes were, familyplanning programs were marketing products (e.g., pills, condoms) and services (e.g., prenatal care, abortion) much like car dealers were, and hospitals and educational institutions had product lines and branding issues much like most private sector companies did. The stretch was not great, and it met my need (and those of many other marketing scholars) to use my skills and knowledge in ways that addressed issues that seemed bigger than the economic marketplace.
It was only later that I found myself in the realm of "pure behavior" (in social marketing) in which one attempts to influence actions for which there are no products and no services and nothing resembling an economic transaction. The latter involvement was a natural extension of the work with nonprofit organizations, but now the objective was not helping the organization but helping influence a "problem" social behavior. In turn, this involvement caused me to revise my view of what constitutes "marketing and society," a point I return to subsequently.
Leadership and Bright-Side Issues
Wilkie and Moore (2003) quite properly cite the role of individual scholars and institutions such as the Marketing Science Institute and the Federal Trade Commission in directing attention to one or another dimension of marketing's social involvement and in contributing to its research base and intellectual development. On the dark-side issues, over the years there has been valuable leadership through research and writing by leading marketing scholars such as the aforementioned authors and Joel Cohen, Paul Bloom, Elizabeth Hirschman, Gary Ford, William Lazer, Michael Mazis, Keith Hunt, Ken Bernhardt, Stephen Greyser, Tom Kinnear, Pat Murphy, Lou Stern, Greg Gundlach, Harold Kassarjian, Josh Wiener, Jack Calfee, Debra Ringold, William Wilkie, and many others. There has continued to be a steady stream of scholarship in this domain because of the availability of good research questions, clear opportunities for empirical research, and an increasing number of publication outlets. Indeed, it could be argued that the rising status of Journal of Public Policy & Marketing in the rankings of marketing journals has made it even more acceptable to work in this area because ambitious scholars can generate top-tier hits that are the sine qua non of today's promotion decisions. Furthermore, universities such as Notre Dame now have openings for scholars who position themselves as concerned about marketing and social issues.
However, much of this leadership has been around darkside issues. I like to think of work in nonprofit and social marketing issues as work on the "bright side." In my view, the kind of leadership that extended marketing into these issues was less a matter of intellectual guidance and contribution than a matter of giving "permission" to those who wished to pursue this new interest. As Wilkie and Moore (2003) point out, there has been keen interest in marketing's evils ever since the field began (Does distribution cost too much?), and a scholar's choice to work in the area was not career suicide (or, at least, impairment). However, the desire to research and publish in nonprofit or social marketing was obviously not a good career move, at least not until the late 1960s. David Luck (1969) argues in Journal of Marketing that involvement beyond the economic sphere was broadening the concept of marketing too far, and Robert Bartels (1974) later accused the field of having an identity crisis.
That the broadening of the field was championed by Philip Kotler, Gerald Zaltman, and Sidney Levy, then on the faculty of Northwestern, in a series of articles from 1969 to 1972 (Kotler 1972; Kotler and Levy 1969a, b; Kotler and Zaltman 1971) gave permission to those who viscerally wanted to work beyond the economic boundaries of the field. By then, Kotler had already "virtually cemented the turn to the managerial mainstream with the publication of his classic textbook" (Wilkie and Moore 2003, p. 125) . Zaltman and Levy were equally renowned, and the "Northwestern School" was already considered a seminal source of intellectual leadership in marketing (Elliott 1991) . If these scholars said that it was okay to venture forth, junior scholars and people like me had cover to pursue this radical approach.
However, permission is not the same as stature. Whereas both research and publication on marketing's dark-side problems are solid and widely accepted, mainstream, toptier publication has been more problematic in the bright-side domain, in part because of the relative absence of leading scholars working there. There are Philip Kotler, Michael Rothschild, Paul Bloom, Punam Anand Keller, Barbara Kahn, and others who openly work in the area. And there have been other leading scholars such as Richard Bagozzi (1978) who have published work in top-tier journals in the behavioral sciences using noneconomic contexts. But to this point, the evidence of solid scholarship is not great. Working on the bright side is not yet an obviously good career move. I return to this point subsequently.
The Dark and Bright Sides of Scholarship Pertaining to Marketing and Society
As is evident from the preceding exposition, I would argue that there are four kinds of impacts that marketing has, or can have, on society. First, through economic activities, marketing can have positive outcomes in the delivery of standards of living to the world's populations. Empirical and normative questions can be asked about whether marketing is performing this societal function "well," whereby wellness can include issues of efficiency, maximization of consumer benefits, and equity across consumer groups. The latter increasingly becomes important in the macromarketing context in which it can be asked whether marketing systems and practices benefit some populations or geographies over others. For example, is marketing meeting Western needs but not the needs of people in Sub-Saharan Africa? Second, marketing can have negative impacts on society in the economic sphere. It can deceive and cheat customers, put them at physical risk, and cause misallocation of customer spending. This domain enables marketing scholars to pursue the following questions: How is marketplace evil detected? What role can consumers play in protecting themselves (Hirschman 1970 The fourth domain is one that is largely unexplored by marketing scholars with a few exceptions (Andreasen 2001a; Brenkert 2002) . Just as marketing's role in the economic sector is Janus-faced, so too is its role outside this domain. Although marketing concepts and tools can have positive impacts on serious social problems, such as smoking and child health, it can also do evil. Marketers have not addressed such possibilities to any great extent. I believe that this is partly because they are caught up in "doing good" and because they believe blindly in the righteousness of their causes. They do not question often enough whether the goals they pursue or the means they choose to achieve their ends are morally defensible. It is easy to charge wholeheartedly into a program to empower women in the developing world or to bring democracy to the Middle East. But should marketers not at least ask whether or under what circumstances it is defensible to promote Western values in a Muslim culture? Should marketers not ask whether it is acceptable to deceive a target audience if doing so means that the audience will live longer? Is deception ever socially desirable? Wilkie and Moore (1999, p. 118) establish the domain of their interest as follows: "'Marketing and society' is broadly conceived here in terms of an Aggregate Marketing System: a huge, powerful, yet intricate complex operating to serve the needs of the host society." They further state, "The three primary actors within the system are (1) consumers, (2) marketers, and (3) government entities whose public policy decisions are meant to facilitate the maximal operations of the system for the benefit of the host society."
Some Concerns and Recommendations
Although a footnote allows for the incorporation of social marketing in these constructions, I fear that the Aggregate Marketing System will be interpreted by many readers as having only an economic connotation. Can this framework stretch to involvement outside the economic sphere? What is the Aggregate Marketing System in the nonprofit world? Who are the "consumers" of recycling? What happens if government is the marketer? Does the government regulate itself? Who can be a marketer? If a salesperson is a marketer in a one-on-one economic encounter with a customer, is it also the case that a policeman who tries to convince a man not to abuse his girlfriend is also a marketer? What is the Aggregate Marketing System for crime prevention? What is the market share for recycling campaigns, and who are the competitors for that market share? It is troubling that incautious readers may come away believing that the KotlerLevy-Zaltman permission of 1969-1971 has been withdrawn.
How can a view of marketing and society that encompasses both economic and social domains be developed? My own working solution to this dilemma is to consider marketing and society essentially the same! In the past ten years, I have come to believe that marketing ought to be defined as "behavioral influence." In the economic sector, marketers are successful and rewarded if they influence target audiences to buy their burgers, fly their airlines, or service cars at their automotive shops. Society expects such marketers to do so efficiently and effectively and not to cause evil outcomes in the process. Marketing in the economic sphere is carried out both by General Motors and by "Sally" on eBay. They are successful when they offer their target audiences a satisfactory and preferred exchange of costs and benefits. In the economic sector, the costs involved are mainly economic costs, though other costs may enter the consumer's calculus.
In the social (or noneconomic) domain, there are a great many features that are dramatically different from the economic sector. In my view, however, the challenge to marketers is not fundamentally different in its basic focus. It is still about influencing behavior, it is just not economic behavior. It is about influencing mothers in Bangladesh to have their children immunized, suburban families to recycle, and school systems to provide healthier lunches. Sometimes the desired behavior is "nonbehavior." Major social marketing campaigns have focused on inaction-for example, they don't want kids to use drugs, smoke, or commit crimes. Still, the focus at issue is the behavior of the target audience. As is the case in the private sector, it is success at influencing behavior that should be the criterion of success and rewards.
This still leaves the question of what will propel further research on bright-side issues. I have argued elsewhere (e.g., Andreasen 1993) that there are many challenging intellectual questions in the noneconomic domain. For example, the economic sector has policing mechanisms through consumer voicing, trade self-regulation, and government oversight that ensure that goals of fairness, safety, and so on, are achieved. Conversely, what mechanisms does marketing have, or should have, to maximize fairness and fair competition and minimize evil in the "abuse" marketplace (i.e., the competitive environment in which forces push for and against the excessive use of drugs and alcohol)? Are those that market in this domain impervious to regulation because we do not know how to do it? If competition helps ensure market efficiency and police economic systems, what is "good" competition in the realm of social behaviors, and how can it be determined if the competition is effective and/ or needs policing? These are socially important questions, and they can lead to top-tier publication. Therefore, it is important to continue to give "permission" to scholars who pursue them. Wilkie and Moore (2003) make abundantly clear that issues rise and fall and that intellectual definitions and perspectives come and go depending on the scholarly attention paid to them, whether through textbooks, journals, symposia, research funding, or other mechanisms. I believe that there is immense potential in observing how marketing concepts and tools can be stretched to fit the third and fourth forums for marketing and society, as I have outlined them here. However, this requires the availability of textbooks, jour-nals, symposia, research funding, and the like, to advance this exercise. Mainstream marketing journals are not particularly accepting of this work, and funding has had to come from unusual sources. For example, the Marketing Science Institute does not as yet see the virtue in funding intellectual explorations in domains beyond the mainstream economic interests of its corporate funders.
Finally
I would be dishonest if I did not admit that part of the problem in developing an edifice of first-rate scholarship in the noneconomic realm is that scholars have not convincingly demonstrated how a broadened view of marketing would deepen the understanding of marketing's essences. I believe that there is much to be gained outside the conventional, comfortable realm of research and writing. Just as Rick Bagozzi came to champion exchange theory at least in part by considering how it applies in nonprofit contexts, the core marketing discipline can also benefit from the conceptualization, for example, of how marketing concepts and tools can apply to preventing behavior! I must repeat a caution of my own (Andreasen 1993 ). The solution is not for scholars (e.g., new doctoral candidates) to study nonprofit or social marketing, per se. I suspect that many want to do so because, for whatever reason, they feel the emotional connections to the topics that I felt in the late 1960s. However, the challenge for marketing scholars must always be to find interesting and fundamental questions that can be addressed in this unusual domain. As Wilkie and Moore (2003) challenge, the goal is to advance the intellectual capital of the field.
I believe that a useful starting point is to think of marketing as behavioral influences in which economic transactions are only one subset of such influences. I believe that we can identify a set of fundamental questions that can be studied in both economic and noneconomic domains. I believe that exploring ways that we can stretch conventional economic concepts and tools to the noneconomic "market" environment will lead to newer and richer conceptions and models and, I hope, better practice in both domains. Now, all we need is someone to fund it!
